
 

Vermont Housing & Conservation Board 

MINUTES 

Thursday, December 13, 2018, 2018 

Brandon Inn 

20 Park Street, Brandon, VT 

   

 

Board Members:   Neil Mickenberg, David Marvin, Emily Wadhams, Sarah Carpenter (VHFA), 

Billy Coster (designee of Julie Moore; Secretary of ANR), Hannah Sessions, Tom Yahn, Diane 

Bothfeld (designee of Anson Tebbetts, VAAFM), Josh Laughlin, Kate McCarthy, Martha Maksym 

(Deputy Secretary of Human Services – designee of Al Gobeille; Secretary of AHS)   

 

VHCB Staff:  Gus Seelig, Karen Freeman, Elizabeth Egan, Anne Duffy, Marcy Christian, Larry 

Mires, Martin Hahn, Nancy Everhart, Jen Hollar, Hannah Phillips, Jenny Hyslop, Mark Martin, Pam 

Boyd, Ethan Parke 

 

Others Present:  Allen Karnatz, Jon Ramsay, Donald Campbell, Tracy Zschau (Vermont Land 

Trust); Jane Lazorchak (F&W); Ben and Dylan Palmer (Farmers); Joshua Boissoneault (Farmer); Jon 

Binhammer (TNC); Charley Burbank, Katie Buckley, Chris Cochran and Jacob Hemmerick (DHCD) 

 

Neil Mickenberg called the meeting to order at 11:02 am.    

 

PROJECT PRESENTATIONS  

 

Pullman, Williamstown – Vermont Land Trust 

2017-059-001 

 

Vermont Land Trust is requesting a total of $83,000 in VHCB funds.  This is a bare land, farmland 

access project. Although no buyer has yet been selected, it is hoped that someone with a farm business 

plan will be under contract to buy this piece of farmland by next spring. Selling the development 

rights will make the land more affordable. 

 

Tracy Zschau from Vermont Land Trust presented the project.  Financial challenges are facing David 

Pullman and he needs to sell the property.  It is currently being advertised to area farmers.  Emily 

asked about buildings and Tracy explained there are no buildings on the property now.  They are 

including the right to build a farmstead complex in the easement for possible future ag buildings.    

 

Palmer, Fairfax – Vermont Land Trust 

2018-052-001 
 

Vermont Land Trust is requesting $254,000 in VHCB funds.  Ben and Dylan Palmer grew up dairy 

farming in Fairfax.  For years the brothers researched options for a farm operation they could manage 

while working off farm jobs. Dylan told VHCB staff during a site visit of his strong desire to both 

preserve the working farm landscape and provide his children the skills and knowledge necessary to 

work the land when they become adults. As the dairy industry continued to decline, the brothers began 

considering diversifying to the exotic meat market, and finally selected elk.  They formed Vermont 
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Heritage Elk, LLC and both men are co-owners and co-managers.  Working with VHCB Farm and 

Forest Viability Program, in September, 2018, the brothers developed a business plan. 

 

Allen Karnatz from Vermont Land Trust and Ben and Dylan Palmer presented the project.   Dylan 

explained that the process of conserving this farm started with their grandmother back in 2008.  

Several generations of the family have farmed in Fairfax.  They talked about their farm and the 

decision to raise elk.  It is a niche market and there are not many elk farms in the northeast.  There 

was a brief discussion about elk farming. Hannah Sessions asked about the quality of the product and 

Ben explained that it is low fat, high protein meat.  Emily Wadhams asked if the buildings are being 

used and Dylan explained that he is living in the house and they are using the barn for hay storage.   

David Marvin asked about phase II of the project.  There is land is connected to the current piece that 

may be able to be conserved in the future  

 

MacLaren, Benson – Vermont Land Trust 

2017-059-001 

 

Vermont Land Trust is requesting a total $194,000 in VHCB funds.  This is a farmland access project. 

Although no buyer has yet been selected, it is hoped that someone with a farm business plan will be 

under contract to buy the farm by next spring. Selling the development rights will make the farm more 

affordable. 

 

Donald Campbell presented updates to the project.  There was a successful open house for potential 

buyers this fall.  They will need a title search to confirm the actual number of acres.  Donald talked 

about Pat and her story.  She has farmed the land for the past 30 years by herself.  All of her financial 

assets are tied up in the farm.  VLT has worked with Elisabeth Kulas from Housing Trust of Rutland 

County to develop a plan to secure her a senior housing spot.  There was a discussion about VLT’s 

farmland access program and the timeline for these projects.  Donald explained that it is different in 

each situation.  In this case, they may help with a loan to Pat to secure her housing this winter since 

the farm will not close until sometime next year.  These projects are often complicated.  Billy Coster 

raised a concern of whether or not it should be a farm project or if it was better suited for its 

conservation values.  Donald does believe that it is best considered a farm with good conservation 

values.  Neil asked about protections for the conservation values and Donald explained that the 

ecological protection zone is required by the special conditions in the both grant agreement and will 

be included in the easement.  Emily noted the property’s proximity to significant archeological sites 

(Mt. Independence and Hubbarton Battlefield) and encouraged having the state NRCS archeologist 

take a look at the property.  Don agreed to do that. 

 

Boissoneault, St. Albans – Vermont Land Trust 

2019-009-001 

 

Vermont Land Trust is requesting $534,000 in VHCB funds.  Joshua Boissoneault bought this 

property in 2010, when he and his brothers were still operating dairy farms.  The cropland provided 

forage for Boissoneault-owned dairies.  Since then, both of his brothers have stopped milking, 

focusing instead on cropping for other dairies, and on sugaring.  Josh primarily sugars now; he rents 

the cropland on this parcel to one of his brothers, in return for use of his sugarbush. 
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The 266 acres included in this application is a unique property comprised of both cropland and a large 

wetland complex on Hathaway Point, a peninsula dividing Lapans and St. Albans Bays. It is 

surrounded by lakeside homes and camps, and is less than a mile away from Kill Kare State Park.     

 

Allen Karnatz from Vermont Land Trust and Joshua Boissoneault presented the project.  Allen 

explained that the farm in on a beautiful piece of land and a very exciting project.  The farm has been 

in the family for several generations.  There may be an opportunity to talk with US Fish and Wildlife 

to work on some wetland enhancements going forward.  There was a brief discussion on wetland 

restoration.   

 

Les Newell WMA, Bridgewater – Vermont Fish and Wildlife 
2019-009-001 

 

Vermont Fish and Wildlife is requesting $150,000 in VHCB funds.  The 435.5-acre property which 

the Department of Fish and Wildlife now seeks to acquire would be the first addition to the Les Newell 

WMA on which the State owns the timber rights. It would also be the first Les Newell WMA 

acquisition supported by VHCB. The State intends to manage the property to enhance wildlife habitats 

and ecologically-significant features while ensuring public access for wildlife-based recreation.  The 

Chateauguay-NoTown (CNT) area has also been enjoyed for many years by snowmobilers, horseback 

riders, hunters, trappers, birdwatchers, and others who recreate in remote forest settings.  

 

Jane Lazorchak from Department of Fish and Wildlife presented the project.  They will have is an 

opportunity to manage timber rights on this piece of land which they don’t have on the 8,000 acre Les 

Newell WMA.  This property includes Bull Hill, which has state significant ecological features.  

David Marvin wondered about the value of timber rights on the property.  He asked about whether 

there might be a no cut zone near the Appalachian Trail.  Jane explained that there may not be much 

timber harvesting on the property since it is so steep.  Appalachian Trail is located at the northwest 

border of the property.  The only harvesting under Fish Wildlife would be to enhance wildlife habitat. 

 

Shelburne Pond-Ewing, Shelburne – The Nature Conservancy 

2019-003-001 

 

The Nature Conservancy is requesting a grant of $106,600.  TNC has been working for more than 45 

years to protect most of the shoreline and wetlands associated with this 450-acre "pond".   Much of 

this area is preserved for its ecological, recreational, and educational value, although some is still 

actively farmed. The Ewing tract, stewarded for many years by the late John Ewing and his family, is 

being sold to settle John’s estate and carry out his desire to see the land conserved. John passed away 

in November 2017; John served the state as chair of the Environmental Board and then became a 

VHCB board member serving until 2013.  

 

Jon Binhammer from the Nature Conservancy presented the project.  This property adds to the 

diversity of the acreage already acquired. Shelburne is contributing $80,000 towards the project and 

they are meeting with South Burlington in the New Year to confirm that community’s anticipated 

funding.  The Bread and Butter Farm may purchase the adjacent farmland and is working with VLT.  

David asked about adding surrounding farm names on the maps in the board packet.  Staff will make 

sure applicants provide this for all projects the board considers.   
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Consent Agenda 

Emily made the motion to approve the Consent Agenda.  Josh seconded the motion.  All voted in 

favor of the motion.   

 

The Consent Agenda consisted of: 

 

1) Loan Modifications: 

Derby Housing Limited Partnership, Derby (1992-039-001);  

Lyndon Housing Limited Partnership, Lyndonville (1992-035-001); 

Lakeview Housing Limited Partnership, Newport (1988-018-001); 

64 School Street Housing Limited Partnership, Rutland (2001-076-001); 

2) Decommitment of Stowe Hollow South (SLT) (2017-069-001) 

3) Robinson Farm additional funding (2015-065-001) 

4) Burlington College Parkland Project Loan Extension (2016-079-001) 

5) Authorization to apply for pilot NRCS-ALE funds 

6) Changing Pension Trustee 

 

Model Bylaw Project 

 

Commissioner Katie Buckley, Chris Cochran and Jacob Hemmerick presented the request from the 

Vermont Department of Housing and Community Development.  Katie talked about outdated zoning 

regulations around the state.  With housing a top topic of concern for local governments, they want 

to create a housing toolkit to help these communities.  Over half the funding for this project is coming 

from the state.  It is a great opportunity for organizations around the state to work together to tackle 

these issues.  Emily asked if this toolkit could help with town plans and Chris explained that the 

project will focus on the bylaws.  Neil asked who would be represented on the steering and advisory 

committees and Katie explained that the committees will be made up of partners and funders around 

the state.  

 

Lunch 

Gus honored Sarah Carpenter for her many years of service to the state and years on the VHCB Board. 

 

Public Comment 

Charley Burbank spoke about a potential conservation easement issue.  He is representing a relative 

who is interested in selling the development rights on a property in Waitsfield.  His Uncle Joslyn had 

previously donated development rights on his farm and this property is nearby.  Mr. Burbank is 

concerned that they are having trouble finding an eligible entity to sponsor the project.  VLT recently 

advised Mr. Burbank by letter that they would not sponsor the new project.  Gus indicated that he, 

Mr. Burbank and the chair of the Waitsfield Conservation Commission have scheduled a meeting to 

discuss the possibilities. 

 

Director’s Report 

Gus had several updates to his written report to the Board. He and Jen Hollar are continuing to meet 

with legislators around the state to prepare the January 2019 session.  They have also had very 

productive meetings with the Administration.  Vermont Public Radio has just released a poll citing 
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that housing is the leading cause of financial stress for Vermonters.  He indicated that there may be 

some one time funding for this issue.   

 

Gus reported that the Farm Bill passed on Wednesday and there are improvements to ALE program 

as well as a big jump in funding nationally.  Our Viability work will also receive more support.  Neil 

asked about the funding for the Farm Bill and Nancy explained that although nationally the funding 

has almost doubled, the allocation may remain about the same for Vermont.   Lastly, Gus thanked 

Board members for their participation during the retreat. 

 

Minutes  

Diane moved approval of the minutes from the September 20, 2018 meeting. Josh seconded the 

motion.  There was no discussion.  All voted in favor.   Martha Maksym abstained from the vote since 

she did not attend the meeting.  Hannah moved approval of the minutes from the November 7 & 8, 

2018 Board Retreat meeting.  Kate seconded the motion.  All voted in favor.  Diane abstained from 

the vote since she did not attend the meeting.  

 

Financials/FY 18 Audit Report/FY20 Budget 

Anne Duffy reported that the Finance Committee has met and has reviewed the 2018 Audit report 

and the FY 2020 budget.  The Audit is clean with no findings.  She also reported that VHCB is in 

sound financial position is at yearend.  David commented that the staff has done really good work on 

both the audit and budget.   

 

Emily made the motion to accept the FY2018 Audit Reports as prepared by the firm Melanson Heath.  

Josh seconded.  All voted in favor of the motion. 

 

Anne explained the process of creating the budget.  It is completed early in the year to be ready for 

the legislative session.  The budget will be adjusted if there are changes by the Governor or in the 

final appropriation.   

 

Josh makes the motion to approve the proposed FY2020 budget, represented in the FY2020 Sources 

& Uses in the amount of $35,802,420, which includes the Operations Budget of $4,471,434.  David 

seconded.  All voted in favor of the motion 

 

IT Report 

Marcy Christian reported that VHCB is reaching the conclusion of the creation and implementation 

phase of our new database.  Dan and the Tech Team will be working over the new few months to 

complete final conversions of data and the implementation of a staff training plan for reporting.   

 

Revisions to Buffer Conditions 

Nancy discussed proposed changes to four farms special conditions regarding changes to water 

quality protections.  There was a brief discussion about the changes.  Billy would like to talk more 

about these important water quality protections going forward.  Karen suggested that this will be a 

good conversation for conservation issues committee.   

 

Diane made the motion to approve the modifications to grant conditions for the Hosley, Dunklee II, 

Varley–Miller and Sauerwein projects. Billy seconded the motion.  After a discussion it was decided 
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to remove the Varley-Miller project from the proposed resolution.  Diane amended the motion to 

remove the Varley-Miller project from the resolution.  Billy seconded the amended motion.  All voted 

in favor of the motion. 

 

Organizational Grants Report 

Gus briefly talked about the report.  There was a discussion about the importance of this work. Tom 

Yahn added that he appreciated the broader discussion of supporting organizations and boards at the 

board committee meeting.  Emily noted additional money has been put aside for technical assistance.  

Emily move to accept the Organizational Grant resolution.   Billy seconded the motion.  All voted in 

favor of the motion. 

 

Model Bylaw Project 

David moved to commit up to $40,000 of Housing Revenue Bond interest income for the purpose of 

the model bylaw project as proposed by the Department of Housing and Community Development. 

Hannah seconded the motion.  Josh asked about the award amount.  Gus said that $40,000 is in line 

with awards to similar projects.  All voted in favor of the motion. 

 

Policy Issues 
Neil brought up the struggle of dairy farmers in the state. There was a lengthy discussion on how 

VHCB can assist farmers during this time.   Diane explained that the Farm Bill will help dairy farmers 

with some monetary assistance but that much more assistance is needed.  She talked about Farm First, 

an organizational that provides mental health counseling for farmers.  There may be an opportunity 

in the future to help this organization provide more face-to-face support with farmers at their homes.  

Lastly, Emily wanted to make sure that the conversation at the Retreat on the importance of VHCB’s 

role in barn preservation continues.  David noted that development pressures were apparent in several 

applications. 

 

Deliberations: 

 

Conservation Projects  

Neil asked whether the projects could be voted on as a farm and conservation project block.    

 

Farm Projects 

Pullman      2017-050-001 

Palmer      2018-052-001 

MacLaren      2017-059-001 

Boissoneault      2017-085-001 

 

Conservation Projects 

Les Newell WMA     2019-009-001 

Shelburne Pond-Ewing    2019-003-001  

 

Josh made a motion to approve the resolutions as a farm and conservation project block.  Diane 

seconded the motion.  There was a brief discussion.   Josh accepted as friendly amendment the 

changes to Special Conditions #1 & #5 for the Shelburne Pond-Ewing Project.  Diane seconded the 

amended motion. 
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Shelburne Pond-Ewing Project – Amended Special Conditions #1 & #5 

 

1. VHCB will consent to a future transfer of the property from TNC to the University of Vermont if 

the conveyance to the University of Vermont is unable to close prior to or simultaneously with 

disbursement of VHCB funds. 

5. Remove the condition. 

 

All voted in favor of the motion.  Billy abstained from Les Newell WMA project. 

 

Other business:   

There was no other business. 

 

 

Meeting adjourned at 2:40 pm. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Marcy Christian 
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Resolutions 

 

Vermont Land Trust 

Pullman Farm 

#2017-050-001 

 

Resolution: 

To score the application 9 for need, 7 for impact, and 8 for quality and to award the Vermont Land 

Trust (the "Grantee") a VHCB grant in the amount of up to Eighty-Three Thousand Dollars ($83,000) 

consisting of $79,000 for acquisition of development rights, conservation restrictions, and option to 

purchase at agricultural value, and $4,000 for associated costs. This project involves property known 

as the David Pullman Farm located in Williamstown, Orange County and includes 57 acres by GIS 

mapping.  

 

This award is subject to the following conditions: 

 

VHCB Special Conditions: 
 

1. Disbursement is contingent on VHCB receiving NRCS-ALE funds for this project. 

 

2. Prior to disbursement, a buyer for the property shall have been approved by VLT’s Farmland 

Access Program, and the buyer’s proposal also shall have been reviewed and approved by 

VHCB staff. Prior to disbursement, the buyer shall complete all forms necessary to document 

NRCS eligibility. The farm shall transfer to the approved buyer at or before the closing on the 

development rights. 

 

3. The easement shall contain: 

a. a farmstead complex generally as depicted in the application; 

b. the sole discretion FLH paragraph; 

c. allowance for construction, on non-agricultural land, of one tent platform or lean-to not to 

exceed 300 square feet. 

 

4. Since VHCB plans to use federal funds from the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP/Agricultural Lands Easement) 

for a portion of the cost of this project, the following NRCS conditions are included to 

encourage the sustainable management of soil resources on the farm, to protect water quality, 

and to comply with NRCS requirements.  Prior to disbursement of VHCB funds: 
a. NRCS state office staff will verify that the landowners are eligible to receive ALE funds 

and are in compliance with Highly Erodible Land and Wetland requirements; 
b. NRCS state office staff will conduct a hazardous materials review of the project; 
c. If the project includes contiguous forest that exceeds the greater of 40 acres or 20 percent 

of the easement area, prior to closing, Grantee will submit documentation that a forest 
management plan written to the Use Value Appraisal Program’s standards or to NRCS 
standards has been approved by the County Forester or by NRCS.     

d. The landowners will sign a Grant of Development Rights and Conservation Restrictions 
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which includes the objective of encouraging sustainable management of soil resources 
on the farm, requires that highly erodible cropland be managed in accordance with an 
HEL Conservation Plan approved by NRCS and gives the United States certain rights 
to enforce if VHCB does not. 

e. Prior to closing, NRCS will complete an ALE management plan acceptable to the 
landowner, which will be signed by both NRCS and the landowner.  The easement co-
holders will review and accept the plan prior to closing. 

 
Standard Conditions: This award is also subject to VHCB Standard Conditions for Farm Projects.  
 

The Nature Conservancy 

Ewing Shelburne Pond Addition 

#2019-003-001 

 
Resolution: 

To score the application 8 for need, 8 for impact, and 9 for quality, and to award the Nature 

Conservancy (the "Grantee") a VHCB grant in the amount of up to One Hundred Six Thousand Six 

Hundred Dollars ($106,600), consisting of up to $100,000 for fee acquisition and $6,600 for 

associated costs. This project involves property known as the Ewing Property, located in Shelburne 

and South Burlington, Chittenden County, and includes approximately 48.1 acres. The primary 

purposes of the award are natural area protection, wildlife habitat and water quality protection. This 

award is subject to the following conditions:  

 

VHCB Special Conditions: 

 
1. VHCB will consent to a future transfer of the property from TNC to the University of Vermont 

if the conveyance to the University of Vermont is unable to close prior to or simultaneously 
with disbursement of VHCB funds. 

 

2. A 20-foot legal right of way for public access from Cheese Factory Lane onto the tract will 

be conveyed at closing. 

 

3. The property shall be subject to a conservation easement in a form acceptable to VHCB staff, 

and co-held by VHCB and the Nature Conservancy.  The easement shall be subject to review 

and approval of VHCB staff prior to closing. 

 

4. The conservation easement shall include special provisions to protect streams and wetlands 

and recorded archeological sites on the property to be depicted on the site plan and reviewed 

and approved by VHCB staff. 

 

This project is also subject to all applicable Standard VHCB Conditions for Nonprofit and Municipal 

Conservation Projects.  
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Vermont Department of Fish and Wildlife 

Les Newell WMA Addition - #2019-009-001 

 

 

Resolution: 

To score the application 9 for need, 9 for impact and 9 for quality, and to award the Vermont 

Department of Fish and Wildlife a VHCB grant in the amount of up to One Hundred Fifty Thousand 

Dollars ($150,000) for the acquisition of 435 acres in the Town of Bridgewater, Windsor County, for 

addition to Les Newell Wildlife Management Area. The purposes of the award are natural area 

protection and public outdoor recreation. This award is subject to the following conditions: 

 

VHCB Special Conditions: 

 

1. At the time of disbursement, title to the property shall be conveyed to the Vermont Department 

of Fish and Wildlife for addition to Les Newell WMA.  

 

2. Prior to disbursement, the State shall prepare an Interim Management Plan, for review and 

approval by VHCB staff. 

 

3. Prior to disbursement, the State shall prepare a Baseline Documentation Report (BDR) for 

review and approval by VHCB staff. 

 

4. An easement acceptable to VHCB shall be conveyed at the time of disbursement.  

 

5. Prior to disbursement, Grantee shall report, to staff satisfaction, on the Town and the Regional 

Planning Commission’s position on the project. 

 

Standard Conditions: 

This award is also subject to VHCB Standard Conditions for Conservation Projects. 

 

Vermont Land Trust 

Boissoneault Farm 

#2017-085-001 

 

Resolution: 

To score the application 9 for need, 9 for impact, and 8 for quality, and to award the Vermont Land 

Trust (the "Grantee") a VHCB grant in the amount of up to Five Hundred and Thirty-Four Thousand 

Dollars ($534,000), including $530,000 for acquisition of development rights, conservation 

restrictions, and option to purchase at agricultural value,  up to $4,000 for costs. This project involves 

property known as the Boissoneault farm, located in St. Albans Town, Franklin County and includes 

approximately 266 acres.  
 

VHCB Special Conditions: 

 
1. The easement shall include: 

a) the existing farm labor house located in the northern building complex; 
b) the sole discretion farm labor housing right,   
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c) the standard camp clause, to be allowed on non-agricultural and non-EPZ land 
d) two building complexes, all as depicted on the farm plan and reviewed and approved by 

VHCB staff. 

 
2. The easement will include the following additional protections related to water quality: 

a) Wetlands Protection Zone protecting the extensive wooded wetlands on the property, as 
depicted on the farm plan and reviewed and approved by VHCB staff. 

 

3. Prior to closing, a survey of the excluded parcel, or of the property to be protected, will be 

completed and submitted to VHCB, if required by NRCS.  If the survey is of the protected 

property, VHCB will contribute up to $3,000 toward the cost, consistent with VHCB’s Land 

Survey Standards for Farm Projects. 

 
4. The easement may exclude 14 acres including the landowner’s house, as depicted on the farm 

plan. 

 
5. The easement may allow an impervious surface limit of up to 4%, providing that NRCS has 

granted approval for this limit. 

 
6. The easement will include a preapproved subdivision, allowing the south parcel of 83 acres 

to be separately conveyed from the north parcel of 183 acres, as depicted on the farm plan,  
provided that NRCS has granted approval for this provision prior to closing. 

 

7. Since VHCB plans to use federal funds from the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP/Agricultural Lands Easement) 

for a portion of the cost of this project, the following NRCS conditions are included to 

encourage the sustainable management of soil resources on the farm, to protect water quality, 

and to comply with NRCS requirements.  Prior to disbursement of VHCB funds: 
f. NRCS state office staff will verify that the landowners are eligible to receive ALE funds 

and are in compliance with Highly Erodible Land and Wetland requirements; 
g. NRCS state office staff will conduct a hazardous materials review of the project; 
h. If the project includes contiguous forest that exceeds the greater of 40 acres or 20 percent 

of the easement area, prior to closing, Grantee will submit documentation that a forest 
management plan written to the Use Value Appraisal Program’s standards or to NRCS 
standards has been approved by the County Forester or by NRCS.     

i. The landowners will sign a Grant of Development Rights and Conservation Restrictions 
which includes the objective of encouraging sustainable management of soil resources 
on the farm, requires that highly erodible cropland be managed in accordance with an 
HEL Conservation Plan approved by NRCS and gives the United States certain rights 
to enforce if VHCB does not. 

j. Prior to closing, an RCPP planner hired with funding from DEC/NRCS will complete 
an ALE management plan acceptable to the landowner, which will be signed by both 
NRCS and the landowner.  The easement co-holders will review and accept the plan 
prior to closing. 

 
Standard Conditions: This award is also subject to VHCB Standard Conditions for Farm Projects.  
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Vermont Land Trust 

Pat MacLaren Farm 

#2017-059-001 

Resolution: 

To score the application 9 for need, 8 for impact, and 7 for quality and to award the Vermont Land 

Trust (the "Grantee") a VHCB grant in the amount of up to One Hundred Ninety-Four Thousand 

Dollars ($194,000) consisting of $190,000 for acquisition of development rights, conservation 

restrictions, and option to purchase at agricultural value, and $4,000 for associated costs. This project 

involves property known as the Pat MacLaren Farm located in Benson, Rutland County and includes 

117 acres by GIS mapping.  

 

VHCB Special Conditions: 
 

1. Prior to disbursement, a buyer for the farm shall have been approved by VLT’s Farmland 

Access Program, and the buyer’s proposal also shall have been reviewed and approved by 

VHCB staff. Prior to disbursement, the buyer shall complete all forms necessary to document 

NRCS eligibility. The farm shall transfer to the approved buyer at or before the closing on the 

development rights. 

 

2. The easement shall have the following features: 

(a) a farmstead complex generally as depicted in the application; 

(b) the existing farmhouse in the complex may be converted to a duplex; 

(c) the sole discretion FLH paragraph; 

(d) allowance for construction, on non-agricultural land, of one seasonal camp not to exceed 

600 square feet; 

(e) ecological protection zones generally as depicted in the application. 

 

3. Since VHCB plans to use federal funds from the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP/Agricultural Lands Easement) 

for a portion of the cost of this project, the following NRCS conditions are included to 

encourage the sustainable management of soil resources on the farm, to protect water quality, 

and to comply with NRCS requirements.  Prior to disbursement of VHCB funds: 
a. NRCS state office staff will verify that the landowners are eligible to receive ALE funds 

and are in compliance with Highly Erodible Land and Wetland requirements; 
b. NRCS state office staff will conduct a hazardous materials review of the project; 
c. If the project includes contiguous forest that exceeds the greater of 40 acres or 20 percent 

of the easement area, prior to closing, Grantee will submit documentation that a forest 
management plan written to the Use Value Appraisal Program’s standards or to NRCS 
standards has been approved by the County Forester or by NRCS.     

d. The landowners will sign a Grant of Development Rights and Conservation Restrictions 
which includes the objective of encouraging sustainable management of soil resources 
on the farm, requires that highly erodible cropland be managed in accordance with an 
HEL Conservation Plan approved by NRCS and gives the United States certain rights 
to enforce if VHCB does not. 

e. Prior to closing, NRCS will complete an ALE management plan acceptable to the 
landowner, which will be signed by both NRCS and the landowner.  The easement co-
holders will review and accept the plan prior to closing. 
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Standard Conditions: This award is also subject to VHCB Standard Conditions for Farm Projects.  
 

Vermont Land Trust 

Palmer Farm 

#2018-052-001 
 

Resolution: 

To score the application 8 for need, 9 for impact, and 8 for quality, and to award the Vermont Land 

Trust (the "Grantee") a VHCB grant in the amount of up to Two Hundred and Fifty-Four Thousand 

Dollars ($254,000), including $250,000 for acquisition of development rights, conservation 

restrictions, and option to purchase at agricultural value, and $4,000 for associated costs. This project 

involves property known as the Palmer Farm, located in Fairfax, Franklin County and includes 

approximately 92 acres.  

 

VHCB Special Conditions: 

 
1. This award is contingent on the signing of a Grant Agreement between VHCB and NRCS 

obligating federal NRCS-ALE funds for this project. 

 
2. The easement shall include the following residential and building complex rights as depicted 

on the farm plan and approved by VHCB staff: 
a. sole discretion farm labor housing right,  
b. Two farmstead complexes, including the existing farmhouse and agricultural 

buildings; 
c. Standard camp clause on non-agricultural land not in the riparian areas. 

 

3. A 50 ft. riparian buffer zone will be placed along the stream located in the eastern section of 

the property.  

 

4. Since VHCB plans to use federal funds from the Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP/Agricultural Lands Easement) 

for a portion of the cost of this project, the following NRCS conditions are included to 

encourage the sustainable management of soil resources on the farm, to protect water quality, 

and to comply with NRCS requirements.  Prior to disbursement of VHCB funds: 
a. NRCS state office staff will verify that the landowners are eligible to receive ALE funds 

and are in compliance with Highly Erodible Land and Wetland requirements; 
b. NRCS state office staff will conduct a hazardous materials review of the project; 
c. If the project includes contiguous forest that exceeds the greater of 40 acres or 20 percent 

of the easement area, prior to closing, Grantee will submit documentation that a forest 
management plan written to the Use Value Appraisal Program’s standards or to NRCS 
standards has been approved by the County Forester or by NRCS.     

d. The landowners will sign a Grant of Development Rights and Conservation Restrictions 
which includes the objective of encouraging sustainable management of soil resources on 
the farm, requires that highly erodible cropland be managed in accordance with an HEL 
Conservation Plan approved by NRCS and gives the United States certain rights to enforce 
if VHCB does not. 
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e. Prior to closing, NRCS will complete an ALE management plan acceptable to the 
landowner, which will be signed by both NRCS and the landowner.  The easement co-
holders will review and accept the plan prior to closing. 

 
Standard Conditions: This award is also subject to VHCB Standard Conditions for Farm Projects.  

 

Vermont Land Trust 

Robison Farm 

#2015-065 
 

Resolution: 

To amend VHCB grant agreement #2015-065-001, to the Vermont Land Trust for the Robison Farm, 

adding $64,000 to the award, all to be used for acquisition of development rights, conservation 

restrictions, and option to purchase at agricultural value. This project involves property known as the 

Robison Farm, located in Swanton, Franklin County and includes 255 acres by GIS mapping. 

 

Model Bylaw Project  

2019-048-001  

 
 

 

Resolution 

To commit up to $40,000 of Housing Revenue Bond interest income for the purpose of the model 

bylaw project as proposed by the Department of Housing and Community Development under the 

following conditions.  

 

1. The primary purpose of the project shall be to reduce regulatory barriers to housing 

development in Vermont communities with the focus on affordable housing.  

 

2. DHCD secures $20,000 in other resources for the project or provides a revised budget and 

scope acceptable to VHCB staff.   

 

3. VHCB shall serve on the Advisory Committee which will develop the RFP, oversee the 

selection of the consultant and review the work product.  
   

Vermont Land Trust and City of Burlington 

Burlington College Lands 

#2016-079-001 
 

Resolution: 

To amend special condition #2 and special condition #4 of grant agreement #2016-079 to extend the 

term of VHCB’s loan to VLT through close of business on July 31, 2019 and to modify the promissory 

note accordingly. 
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FY2018 Audit Report  & FY 2020 Budget 

 

Resolution: 

The Board accepts the FY2018 Audit Reports as prepared by the firm Melanson Heath.  

 

 

Resolution: 
The Board approves the proposed FY2020 budget, represented in the FY2020 Sources & Uses in the 

amount of $35,802,420, which includes the Operations Budget of $4,471,434.  

 

Organizational Development Grants 

 

Resolution: 

1. To award up to $978,193 in FFY2019 VHCB funds and up to $150,406 in FFY 2018 HOME 

CHDO funds for Organizational Development Grants to 20 organizations (ACCT, CHT, 

CSC, Downstreet, LHP, RURALEDGE, SHIRES, HTRC, TPHT, VCLF, W&WHT, CTA, 

CVTA, GMC, LCLT, TNC, TPL, VRC, UVLT and VLT) in the amount recommended and 

with the conditions recommended to the Organizational Grants Committee; and 

2. Staff has the authority to modify the relative amounts of VHCB and CHDO awards 

recommended for housing organizations, but not the total amount of any award to any one 

organization; and 

3. Staff has the authority to award an additional $16,807 as a Supplemental Organizational 

Grant(s) to one or more housing organizations to support capacity building activities. 

 

 
 
 

Pension Plan Trustee Change  

 

Resolution: 

The Board votes to remove Pauline Nichol as a trustee of the VHCB Pension Plan, and to name 

Elizabeth Gleason as trustee. 

 

Resolved that Amendment Number One, to change trustees, presented to this meeting is hereby 

approved and adopted and that an authorized representative of the Employer, Lawrence Mires, is 

hereby authorized and directed to execute and deliver to the Administrator the amendment. 
 

USDA- NRCS – Agricultural Conservation Easement Program (ACEP) / Agricultural Lands 

Easement (ALE) Pilot Program  - $1,000,000  [Authorizing VHCB Staff to Apply for NRCS- 

ALE pilot program funds for Farmland Protection Program] 

 

Resolution: 

On behalf of the Vermont Housing and Conservation Board, VHCB staff are authorized to prepare, 

execute and submit written proposals to the Vermont Office of the Natural Resources Conservation 
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Services for up to One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) in FFY 2018 or FFY2019 funds, to assist in the 

protection of additional farms in the State of Vermont under the Agricultural Lands Easement 

program (ALE).   If NRCS awards pilot program ALE funds to VHCB, VHCB staff is authorized to 

administer and implement these programs, including signing all necessary documents.  

 

 

Decommitments 

 

Resolution  -  

The Board votes to decommit the balance outstanding on below project, in the amount of 

$200,000.00, as detailed in the Board memo dated December 5, 2018. 

 

Decommitment for the December 13, 2018 meeting is as follows:   

 

project # Name grantee reason 
funding 
source 

 amount to 
decommit  

            

2017-069-001 Stowe Hollow South VLT 
Secured Forest 
Legacy funding 

Trust 
FY18 200,000 

 

Resolutions for Housing Loan Modifications 

 

Resolution/Derby Housing Limited Partnership, VHCB 1992-039-001 

Effective December 13, 2018. 

 

Pertaining to a VHCB Lead Loan of loan of $45,574: 

To convert the loan to a grant secured by a mortgage.     

 

Resolution/Lyndon Housing Limited Partnership, VHCB 1992-035-001 

Effective December 13, 2018. 

 

Pertaining to a VHCB Loan of loan of $214,000 with $45,144.47 as of December 13, 2018: 

To convert the accrued interest of $45,144.47 to a grant secured by a mortgage.     

 

Resolution/Lakeview Housing Limited Partnership, VHCB 1988-018-001 & 1989-048-001 

Effective December 13, 2018 

 

Pertaining to a VHCB loan of $40,000 with $112,493.15 in accrued interest and a VHCB loan of 

$15,000: 

To extend the maturity dates on both loans so that they are commensurate with the maturity date of 

USDA’s financing.  The exact date may be established by staff when the maturity date for the 

USDA Loan is established.  In the interim, the staff may establish new maturity dates for each loan 

up to January 1, 2021.     

 

Resolution/64 School Street Housing Limited Partnership, VHCB 2001-076-001 

Effective December 13, 2018 
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Pertaining to a HOME Loan of $171,450 with $113,279.71 in accrued interest: 

 

To reduce the interest rate of 4.5% to 0%. 

 

Buffer Modifications Resolutions for  

Hosley Farm (2017-089-001) 

Dunklee II (2015-061-002) 

Sauerwein (2017-095-001) 

 

Resolution: 

Approve the modifications to grant conditions for the Hosley, Dunklee II and Sauerwin projects, as 

follows 

 

 

Hoslev Farm (2017-089-001) 

 

4. The easement will include the following special environmental protections, all as depicted 

on the farm plan and reviewed and approved by VHCB staff: 
 

a. Wetlands protection zone, on the wetland area along the Otter Creek tributary, and 

on a separate wetland on the northwestern part of the property. 

 

Dunklee II (2015-061-002) 

 

3. The easement will include the following special environmental protections, all as depicted 

on the farm plan and reviewed and approved by VHCB staff: 

 

a. A 50-foot riparian buffer along the Connecticut River frontage. 

 

Sauerwein (2017-095-001) 

 

5. The easement shall include a) a Riparian Buffer Zone, and a wetlands protection zone, 

generally as mapped on the updated easement map and the final farm plan, and reviewed and 

approved by VHCB staff. 

 

 

 

 

 


